3118 FAVARA

Thank you for purchasing this Favara sofa. Please read these instructions carefully before fitting the wooden
legs to your new furniture. It is essential that the legs are correctly fitted otherwise damage could occur.

PREPARATION
This is a two person operation

Tools you will need

This item is heavy, take care to avoid personal injury and (or) damage to the product.
Assembly should be carried out exactly according to the instructions, otherwise a safety risk can occur if
incorrectly assembled.
The fittings pack contains SMALL ITEMS which should be KEPT AWAY FROM YOUNG CHILDREN. A full
checklist of components is given in this leaflet. If any components are missing, please contact the retailer from
whom you bought this product.
Read this leaflet in full before use.
PLEASE KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
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Fittings and parts checklist

A

2 x Leg assembly

B

8 x 60mm Connector bolts

C

1 x Allen key

D

2 x Front brackets

E

4 x M5x20 Pan head screws

F

1 x Centre foot (for large & grand sofas only)

G

4 x Footstool legs

Step by step assembly instructions
1. Carefully place the sofa or chair on its back onto a clean soft surface.
2. Unscrew the transport legs (by hand) and discard.
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3. Fix bracket (D) to the hole located on the side of the leg assembly (A) using the M5x20 Pan head screws
(E).

4. Locate the screw on the back of the sofa and attach the leg assembly (A) using the key hole plate on the
back upright of the leg assembly (shown in detail B). Using the connector bolts (B) screw the leg assembly (A)
into the base of the sofa using the allen key (C). Repeat on both sides.
We recommend that all four connector bolts are located and partially tightened together to ensure their
alignment is accurate, then fully tighten.
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5. Fix the brackets (D) using the two remaining M5x20 Pan head screws (E) into the base of the sofa using a
screwdriver.
For large and grand sofas only:
Hand screw the centre foot (F) into
position.

Footstool Assembly
1. Carefully place the footstool on its back onto a clean soft surface.
2. Hand screw the footstool legs in by hand (G).

G
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